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Greetings from Stratford Training.

It is my pleasure to share our February newsletter
with you. In this newsletter, you will find 2 articles on
business writing and some great online resources to
improve business writing.  

Our newsletter in March will focus on presenting
skills. If you have a burning question, let me know. I’ll
include it with my response.

Till we meet again, take care and stay safe.

Sumathi Krishnan
Director / Principal Consultant
Stratford Training & Consultancy Sdn Bhd
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PRINCIPAL CONSULTANT | DIRECTOR 
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BA HONS (TESL), MASTERS IN TESL (MESL),
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CERTIFIED EXECUTIVE COACH (UMCCED),
CERTIFIED NLP PRACTITIONER (NFNLP)

 
 
 

Sumathi started her career at Universiti Sains Malaysia as an English
language teacher. Apart from teaching the undergraduates, she also got the
opportunity to conduct Business English programs for some corporate
organisations in Penang.

She specializes in programs such as Presentation Skills, Customer Service
Skills, Business English, Effective Telephone Techniques, Personal Branding,
E-mail Etiquette and Business Writing.

Sumathi strongly believes in personal development and has completed a
course in training practice with the Chartered Institute of Personnel &
Development, UK. She is also a Certified Coach, specializing in Executive
Coaching.

She does one-on-one and group coaching for clients. She is also a Certified
NLP Practitioner from NFNLP. Altogether, she has 25 years of experience
teaching English and she has been in the corporate training industry for the
past 18 years.

As a professional speaker, she talks on a basic human need - communication
skills. She believes communications must be clear, concise and authentic.
Although the communication process is simple, yet many of us may not get
it right. This is where she shares how to simplify communication to get the
ideas across clearly and correctly.

Currently she is the Secretary of the Malaysian Association of Professional
Speakers (2021-2022). Her interests are cooking (Asian & Western), baking,
classical Indian music & dance, movies and travelling.
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I M P O R T A N C E  O F
B U S I N E S S  W R I T I N G

“You can have bri l l iant ideas,  but if  you can’t  get them

across,  your ideas won’t  get anywhere”

-Lee Jacocca-

Business writing plays an important role in communication at

the workplace. It  improves productivity and enables everyone

to work together harmoniously. Understanding the importance

of business writing greatly helps you communicate better with

your stakeholders.

When an employee writes well ,  it demonstrates courtesy,

attention to details and knowledge. In addition, employees

who have good business writing skills assist their company by

ensuring quality communications with colleagues, clients or

potential customers.
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Be Persuasive

Persuasive writing skills benefit both internal and external

parties. It should be used by the sales and marketing team to

persuade their customers to buy the company’s product and

services just by written words. Ads that are descriptive,

persuasive and well-written have the power to influence

purchasers. 

An executive writes a proposal to get approval.  He needs to

give convincing facts and figures to persuade the decision-

makers to say “yes”.  Writing a proposal guided by the 5W2H

rule helps. 

Here are a few useful points when it comes to business writing:

1.
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What is the

issue?

What is the

impact to the

business?

How does it work?

What can be done

to improve? 

What options are

available?

What is the

proposed idea?

Who will  be

selected to handle

this task?

What is the

investment?

IT’S WORTH GIVING ATTENTION

TO THESE QUESTIONS
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2. Be Brief

One way to make your writing clearer is to keep things brief.  

Emails and reports that are long tend to put off readers. Why

read a 10-page report when a 5-page will  do! Don’t make your

readers work hard to understand your message.

Investors sometimes receive business plans that are so long-

winded and unclear. It is difficult for them to understand the

contents. 

Here are 3 tips to ensure your writing is brief.

a. Avoid big words

Examples of big words that you should avoid.

BIG WORDS INSTEAD USE THIS

Quintessential Typical

Immaculate Clean or spotless

Junoesque Imposingly tall and shapely

Statuesque Grace or beauty

Resplendent Brilliant

Selcouth Unusual or strange

Orgulous Proud

Acumen Judgmental

Nefarious Wicked

Perfidiousness Betrayal of trust
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For example, if  a doctor tells a patient he has “tachycardia”,  it

baffles the patient! But if  the doctor paraphrases it as “fast heart

rate”,  that’s clearer to the patient. 

b. Minimise the use of

Jargons 

Jargons are specific words

that are used in certain

fields, such as legal

jargon, medical jargons, IT

jargon, banking,

insurance, logistics,  etc. 

Use jargons only if  the

reader understands them.

Otherwise, use plain

language to get the point

across. 
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“Jargon is  making it  increasingly hard to understand what a

public  f igure is  actually trying to say”

-Don Watson-



c. Delete unnecessary words

Below are examples of unnecessary words that you should

avoid in a sentence. 
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COMPLETE SENTENCES: INSTEAD USE THIS

There is a bird sitting on top

of my car. 

(10 words)

A bird is sitting on my car. 

(6 words)

This is actually an interesting

question. 

(6 words)

This question is interesting. 

(4 words)

In order to apply the new

method to our entire system,

perhaps we should perform a

local test. 

(18 words)

We should perform a local test

before applying the new method

to our system. 

(14 words)

“Start writing,  no matter what.  The water does not f low until

the faucet is  turned on”

-Louis L'  Amour-



3. Check the contents of your social media.

Business writing boosts your brand. Most people experience an

organization through its written content. This is through

websites, social media, emails,  annual reports,  etc. Make sure

your contents are thoroughly checked. You want to

communicate your message clearly as well as maintain a good

relationship with your stakeholders. Good writing helps in

managing your company’s brand reputation and customers’

perception.

Some considerations are:

Be

culturally

sensitive
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Ensure

political

correctness

Ensure

correct

grammar

Use simple

language



4. Get help if needed

Ask for feedback from your manager or a colleague. They see

mistakes that you overlooked.  

Besides that, consider attending business writing training. At

Stratford Training, we conduct business writing programs. Speak

to us to get more information. 

Below are some great online resources:
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MEDIUM RESOURCES

Youtube

Derek Callan – English For Business
Derek has wonderful tips on business

communication. Subscribe to his newsletter

which is sent once in a fortnight.

www.engvid.com (English with Emma)

Adriana Girdler
Adriana has shared lots of videos on Youtube

on business communication topics.

 

             Highly recommended**

Websites

Business Writing Essentials
(you can enroll for free online classes)

www.indeed.com
This is a great resource to improve business

writing

Thought.co 

A great website with tips to hone our writing

skills

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gjqmdcThcns
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o9aVjBHEEbU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oI3rVQFye9w
https://edu.gcfglobal.org/en/business-communication/business-writing-essentials/1/
http://www.indeed.com/
https://www.thoughtco.com/what-is-business-writing-1689188


R E P O R T  W R I T I N G  T I P S
Report has a very strong role in the field of business, commerce

and trade. The most common advantage of report writing is that

it helps the management to take decisions.

Below are a few more advantages of report writing:

Keep Records

Reports keep records and provide valuable sources of

information. We can re-use this information for future

reference.

Provide Information

Reports provide information in terms of tables, graphs,

charts and illustrations and therefore we can be aware of

the latest facts and figures. In the current business world,

information is treated as the most valuable asset in the

modern world.
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Indicate Status

Reports indicate the current status of any project and

stakeholders are constantly given updates.  They

communicate project progress to donors and founders. 

Facilitate Research

It facilitates research work as it is the source of

quantitative and qualitative information. For example, a

market report shows the market condition of a product.

Set Actions

Reports show comparison and analysis with critical

evaluation and thus help to determine future actions.
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Help in Decision Making

Decisions can be easily made based on the

recommendations given in reports.  Well-written reports

give a complete picture of the situation and readers are

able to make sound decisions based on the facts

provided.

Build Relationship

Reports build relationships between author and reader.

They create impression on the author's knowledge and

philosophy and also provide insights into the writer’s

analytical and critical understanding.
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Find a good role model 

To be a good writer,  surround yourself with good writing.

Learn from the best and read a good mix of writing in

books, newspapers, magazines and online articles

regularly.  Your colleagues' reports may provide

inspiration and creative ideas and give you knowledge of

what's been done before.

Now that we have seen some advantages of report writing, here

are some tips to write good reports:
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Create a plan 

Decide the contents to include. Use existing templates (if

available) or use mind-mapping to plan and structure

your document.

Using the 5W2H principle would greatly help.



Focus on the report’s objective

Understand the purpose of the report and whom you are

writing the report for.  In a business report,  write an

objective statement first,  it helps you move within your

decided track.

Keep sentences short and simple

Keep your sentences no longer than 20 words. Use one

main point in one sentence and the explanations in the

following sentences. Long sentences make it difficult to

read and you will  lose your readers in between the

sentences.
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“All  good writing is  swimming underwater and holding

your breath.”

-F.Scott Fitzgerald-



Proofread and edit 

Create an editing checklist that you can use with some of

the questions below:

 Is the objective clearly stated?

Is there a logical flow?

Is the report well structured?

Is the problem stated clearly?

Is there enough evidence to support the data?

Are the points persuasive and able to convince the

decision-makers?

Are the recommendations valid and up to the mark?

Have I followed the template? (if  any)

Are there any grammatical mistakes? 

Is the report presented in a good layout?

Are tables and charts presented clearly,  using titles?

Are sources of information clearly and accurately stated?

Are there repetition of points?

Is the report concise and clear?
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Provide an executive summary and table of contents 

Prepare a 1-page executive summary to enable your

readers to get an overview of the report.

Respect others' intellectual property and copyright 

Uphold the principles of good writing by respecting

others’ original creations. Indicate the sources of the data

to improve the credibility of your reports.
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Stratford Training & Consultancy Sdn Bhd

Stratford Training & Consultancy Sdn Bhd

Stratford Training & Consultancy Sdn Bhd

Stratford Training & Consultancy Sdn Bhd

Sumathi Krishnan

Save RM200.00 when you sign up for the business

writing program (30 & 31 Mar 2022)

CLICK HERE  for more details.

Email:   info@stratford.com.my 

Phone:  +6011 3340 6839

Follow us to get useful tips and updates on our upcoming

programs.

C O N T A C T  U S
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